The typical nudist organization is a private club maintaining a camp far off the highway to which only members are admitted, and which is enclosed with a high fence and shrubbery to keep the public out and to hide the members from view. Can the law reach this?
The first question which must be faced is whether there are any constitutional restrictions against prohibition of nudism. Constitutional clauses that the nudists often rely on are those guaranteeing religous freedom in both the federal and state constitutions 4 and the right to "pursuit of happiness" in many state constitutions.
5
These guarantees are balanced against the ubiquitous "police powers" of the states.
6
Since the courts recognize that law reflects the ethics of the community, generally, a legislature will not be prevented from curbing activities it deems harmful to the morals of a community, so long as the prohibition is reasonably related to the basis for its decision. 7 Therefore, the legislatures could find that nudism leads to immorality, however erroneous nudists feel this fact finding may be.
The problem then arises of the applicability of criminal law to nudism. While at common law lewd or obscene acts were prohibited, 8 these acts involved a lustful or lacivious intent. 9 The aesthetic bareness of the nudists hardly falls within this rule since their purpose is to de-emphasize sexual desires, and so the requisite intent NUDISM (1941) . Opponents reply that these arguments are mere rationalizations, and that many of the people in the nudist colonies are suffering from sexual neuroses such as exhibitionism and scopophilia. L. S. LONDON is absent. But the common law extended its prohibition to indecent actions.
10 This broad term "indecent" has been held to include what is offensive to common propriety. 1 " Therefore, exposing one's private parts in a public place 12 or in a place where it was offensive to those who saw it 13 came to be recognized as a public nuisance, irrespective of the intent of the culprit. So at common law there were two crimes: that of lewdness required a certain intent, and that of indecency required the act to be done in a "public place." A private club has been held not to be a "public place,"' 4 1 although under various statutes the term has been greatly expanded.' 5 Therefore, so long as the nude inhabitants of the camp are not visible from the outside so as to offend anyone, and had proper motives, no crimes are committed.
It appears then that if nudist camps are to be closed, authority will have to be found in the statutory changes of the common law. The state laws prohibiting indecent exposures fall into three general classifications: they prohibit exposures which are either (1) lewd or (2) indecent, or else they prohibit (3) any exposures.
Statutes prohibiting lewdness vary in the narrowness of their phrasing. Some statutes require the exposure to be made in a public place (or where it will be offensive) and also to be done with lewd intent.'
6 This intent requirement, as at common law, makes it impossible to prosecute nudists, 17 since they purport not to be acting in a lewd frame of mind. Another type of statute condemns lewd conduct in any place where people are present. 18 The New York court in People V. Burke' 9 held that a nudist group which rented a gymnasium and allowed anyone willing to pay the one dollar admission price to take part in callisthenics and swimming conducted in the nude did not violate such a statute if the intent of the nudists was not vicious but clean, and the exposure was not for lust. There was a vigorous dissent to this opinion, to the effect that there should be no requirement of lewdness where the act is done in a public place, since lewd thoughts might develop in members of the public seeing the act. The dissent indicates that since anyone could [Vol. 41 enter the gymnasium it was public. Presumably there would have been no objection, if the nudist organization had admitted only its members. Although the New York legislature enacted an amendment aimed directly at nudism, 20 the case is important today because several states have statutes identical with the one upon which this case turned. 2 1 Thus, statutes which strike at "lewd" conduct are difficult to apply against nudists because they require a certain type of motive to be present in the mind of the defendant.
22
A second class of exposure statute is that containing no requirement that the incident be lewd, but prohibiting "indecent" or "notoriously indecent" acts or exposures. Whether an act of exposure will be considered indecent depends upon whether the place and circumstances under which it is done are such that modesty or common propriety will be offended. 23 Some states have expressly limited the places where the exposure will be considered indecent to a public type of place, 24 thus excluding the private nudist camp of our example. Other statutes 25 which do not define "indecent" will be interpreted according to the common law with a similar exclusion of private camps. 26 The New York court in the previously discussed Burke case also had to consider nudist activities under a "notoriously indecent" statute 27 and found they did not outrage public decency. However, a Michigan case, People vs. Ring, 28 in interpreting a similar statute held that inmates of a nudist camp were guilty of both "open" and "indecent" exposure, without qualification, and that it made no difference that the exposure was not offensive to similarly exposed members of the camp. This decision differs from the common law point of view, for the common law looked to see whether there would be a possibility of injury to the morals of those who might be in a position to witness the exposure. 29 The New York court followed this idea by deciding that the morals of those present were not hurt, but the Michigan court considered whether in its own mind this exposure would have been immoral regardless of how the people present actually felt. The judges in the Michigan court would have been offended themselves, so they held that the policy of the state was offended. 
1950]
as the nudist camp in the Michigan case was visible from adjoining ground, and since passing hunters had actually seen the nudists "cavorting around" (though there was no evidence they were offended by it), the nudists could have been easily held under the statute or at common law. But the court, disregarding place and circumstances, seems to hold that as a matter of law nudism is bad in Michigan."° This indicates that the type of statute considered here is capable of being interpreted to mean more than a reading of its language in the light of common law experience would suggest.
The third type of exposure statute resulted from the Burke case. A few of the states opposed to organized nudism reconsidered the adequacy of their laws, and concluded they had best reinforce them with statutes aimed specifically at nudism.
31
These statutes make it a crime for a person ". . . to expose his private parts in the presence of two or more persons of the opposite sex whose private parts are similarly exposed..
.,"32 These new anti-nudism laws leave little to conjecture and give notice as to what is forbidden in comprehensible language. They supplement rather than supplant the old statutes curbing lewd or indecent conduct. Thus, it is difficult to see how they can avoid being construed to strike at the nudists in any camp, no matter how hidden it may be or how restricted its membership.
33
Apart from these statutes aimed at exposure, any nudist who brings his children to a nudist camp is susceptible to a criminal charge for contributing to the delinquency of a minor. Statutes on this crime are generally worded to prohibit "causing, encouraging, or contributing to the delinquency of a child." 34 For guilt the prosecution need only prove that nudism tended, however slightly, to cause immorality by the child. 35 This would present to every court an issue in the simplest terms of the arguments for and against nudism, thus forcing the courts to make a policy determination upon nudism. Here again we would have the split in viewpoints shown in the Ring and Burke cases. It is well to note, however, that these statutes have not been freely applied. 32. ". . . or who aids or abets any such act, or who procures another so to expose his private parts or who as owner, manager, lessee, director, promoter or agent, hires, leases or permits the land, building or premises over which he has control, to be used for any such purposes, is guilty of a misdemeanor. N. Y. PENAL COoE §1140 (b) (1944) .
33. Note, 33 MIcH. L. R. 936 (1935), spoke of an implied repeal of the earlier indecency statute, which has not resulted. Note, 69 U. S. L. R. 346 (1935), pointed out: (1) no crime would be committed by one person exposing himself in the presence of but one member of the opposite sex similarly exposed; (2) one person exposing himself in the presence of twenty persons of the opposite sex would be guilty, while the twenty would not be; and (3) the different sexes might alternate in being unclothed, and not be guilty. A criticism on the same level as these was made during the hearing on the bill, that the statute would make it illegal in New York to give birth to twin boys. NATION, Feb. 20, 1935 , p. 210. 34. MAss. LAWS c. 119, §63 (1942 
